DaFiN is the “Official Swim Fin of the United States Lifesaving Association”. It is the only swim fin
endorsed by USLA. DaFiN is used by many agencies and individual USLA members across the country.
DaFiN presents this special offer for the Junior Lifeguard Programs:

Buy DaFiN for $25.00/pair.
Save more than ½ OFF the regular price $56.95

Discount Available on solid Red or Red/Yellow fins
Made in USA (California)

OPTION #1 – VOUCHER
1. DaFiN will provide a customized flyer for you to distribute to all your Junior Guards. The flyer will
contain a digital coupon code that may be redeemed on DaFiN’s website to make the discounted
purchase. The coupon will be valid only for the following sizes:
All sizes true to US Men’s shoe sizes

XS
3-4

SM
5-6

MD
7-8

ML
9-10

LG
11-12

2. The junior guard must pay the standard $8.50 shipping + Ca State tax
3. Fins ship within 24 hours M-F via UPS Ground for next day delivery to most CA addresses.
4. If the junior guard does not have computer access, the coupon may be redeemed by mail.
5. The agency will provide DaFiN with the names of the junior guards so DaFiN may cross check the
coupon redemptions. (names only…no addresses, tel #s, or emails…just enough to cross check)

OPTION #2 – DIRECT BULK PURCHASE
1. The agency may make a direct bulk purchase, take delivery of the fins, and distribute the fins to the
junior guards.
2. The advantage to this option is the shipping cost in bulk is significantly less than the $8.50/pair for
individual orders and is tax exempt to the agency. The bulk shipping cost throughout SoCal is only about
$1.00 - $1.50 per pair. So the delivered price of DaFiN via a bulk purchase of say 100 or more pair is
only $26.00 - $26.50 per pair, a savings of approx $9.00/pair vs the cost of individual shipping w/tax.

Contact: Jay Westcott

DaFiN SURFING PRODUCTS
Jay Westcott
Managing Director
Tel 808-395-3360
Fax 808-395-3373
Direct Email: jayw@aloha.com

Visit www.dafin.com for more information on DaFiN

